"If I mistrust him, of what shall I mistrust him?"
* 'Of too much ambition. Of aspiring to become Prince of Genoa.
"'With that danger we can deal \vhen it arises. If it arises." He
*hook his head, and sighed "I must not sacrifice the people and set
Genoese blood flowing in the streets because of no more than that
mistrust. So much, a: "east, seems clear."
"In rhat case," said Spinola, "nothing hinders your Serenity's
v-lecision."
"Saving, of course/' Scipione added, and it is easy to conceive the
nesr in his tone, "that for Prosperous faith there is no warrant but the
.v^d of Andrea Doria/'
///.   SURRENDER
the account \vhich Scipione de* Fieschi has left us of that scene in
the grey chamber of the Castelletto ends abruptly on that answer of
his. Either he was governed by a sense of drama, of which other traces
are to be discovered in his writings, or else in what may have followed,
the discussion did no more than trail to and fro over ground already
covered.
He shows us plainly at least the decision towards which the Doge
jivas leaning, and we know that late that evening messengers went to
"Dona aboard his flagship and to Cesare Fregoso at Veltri offering to
surrender ;he city. The only condition made was that there should be
no punitive action against any Genoese and that the Imperial troops
should be allowed to march out with their arms.
this condition being agreed, Don Sancho Lopez departed with his
regizr.ent early oa the morrow. The Spaniard had argued fiercely
against surrender, urging that sooner or later Don Antonio de Leyva
must come to their relief. But the Doge, fully persuaded at last that
what he did was for Genoa's good, stood firm.
No sooner had the Spaniards marched out than Fregoso brought
in three hundred of his French by the Lantern Gate to the acclamations
of the populace who regarded them as liberators. Fregoso's main
body remained in the camp at Veltri, since it was impossible to quarter
so many upon a starving city.
Som* t\\o or three hours later, towards noon, the galleys were
alongside the moles, and Doria was landing five hundred of his
Provencal troops, whilst Prospero brought ashore three hundred of his
Pontificals.
They were intended for purposes of parade, so as to lend a martial
significance to the occasion. But before the last of them had landed,
it was seen that they were needed in a very different sense.
It might be Cesare Fregoso's view that his French troops came to
Genoa as deliverers of a people from oppression; but the actual troops
seem to have been of a different opinion. To them Genoa was a con-
quered city, and they were not to be denied the rights over a conquered
city in which your sixteenth-century mercenary perceived the real
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